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Introduction
H. Steinhaus [7] proved that if A is a measurable subset of the real line R with
positive Lebesgue measure, then the distance set of A, i.e.D(A) =
{
|x−y| : x, y ∈ A
}
contains an interval of the form (o, h) for a certain value of h. Many papers are
devoted to the study of the set D(A) for various A.
If (E, ) is a metric space with a linear measure µ defined on E, then the following
property is referred to as the Steinhaus property for distance sets:
If A is a measurable subset of E with a positive measure, then D(A) = {(x, y) :
x, y ∈ A} contains an interval with the origin as its end point.
A simple curve C ⊂ E is the image of a continuous injective mapping f : [0, 1]→ E
and if µ(C) is finite, then C is called a simple rectifiable curve. Also, since [0, 1] is
compact and (C, ) is Hausdorff, the surjective restriction of f : [0, 1] → C is a
homeomorphism.
Besicovitch and Taylor [1] showed that the Steinhaus property does not hold, in
general, for all simple rectifiable curves. E. Boardman [2] proved that under certain
conditions on the metric space (E, ) all simple rectifiable curves in E have the
Steinhaus property for distance sets.
M.S.Ruziewicz [6] proved the following theorem:
Theorem. Let A ⊂ R be a set of positive Lebesgue measure. For any set of m
positive numbers k1, k2, . . ., km there exist a positive number d and (m+ 1) points
x1 < x2 < . . . < xm+1 of the set A such that xi+1 − xi = kid (i = 1, 2, . . . , m).
In this note we prove a result similar to that of Ruziewicz for a subset with positive
linear measure of a simple rectifiable curve in a metric space and also some other
results related to sets of positive measure in a metric space.
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Preliminaries













where d(Ai) stands for the diameter of Ai. Then Λ∗ is a metric outer measure and
the restriction of Λ∗ to the measurable sets is known as the linear measure Λ. With
respect to the outer measure all Borel sets are measurable.
The mapping f induces a linear ordering on the curve C such that for x, y ∈ C,
x < y if and only if f−1(x) < f−1(y).
If a, b ∈ C and a < b, the subarc 〈a, b〉 of C is defined by 〈a, b〉 = {c ∈ C :
a  c  b}. For a subarc 〈a, b〉 of C, we see that Λ(〈a, b〉) = l(〈a, b〉) where l(〈a, b〉)






the supremum is taken over all finite subdivisions {x0, x1, . . . , xn} of 〈a, b〉 with
a = x0 < x1 < . . . < xn = b.
It may be verified that Λ is continuous in the sense that if b ∈ C, an ∈ C,
an < an+1 < b and lim (an, b) = 0, then
(1) lim
n→∞
Λ(〈an, b〉) = 0.
Now we present some definitions which may be readily seen in Boardman [2] and
Lahiri [3].
Definition 1. Let B ⊂ C and r > 0. Then B(r) = {z ∈ C : ∃u ∈ B such
that u < z and (u, z) = r} and B(−r) = {z ∈ C : ∃u ∈ B such that z < u and
(u, z) = r}.
Definition 2. A simple rectifiable curve C is said to satisfy the condition (A),
if there exist real numbers c > 0 and d0 > 0 such that for each subset B ⊂ C,







Definition 3. Let G be a family of all linearly measurable subsets of C and let
Ar ∈ G, r = 1, 2, . . . . If there exists a set A ∈ G such that Λ[Ar∆A]→ 0 as r →∞,
then the sequence of sets {Ar} is said to converge to the set A in G where the symbol
∆ stands for the symmetric difference (Lahiri, 1981).
Theorem 1.1. Let C be a simple rectifiable curve in a metric space (E, ) sa-
tisfying the condition (A). If S is a linearly measurable subset of C with Λ(S) > 0
and α1, α2, . . . , αm is any set of m positive real numbers then there exists an open
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interval (0, δ) such that to any x ∈ (0, δ) there correspond (m + 1) points a0(x) <




= αix (i = 1, 2, . . . , m).
 . Let C be determined by f : [0, 1]→ C ⊂ E and let Λ(C) < ∞. Then by




> 0. Since S is measurable and C is rectifiable there
exists a compact set K and an open set G such that K ⊂ S ⊂ G ⊂ C, f(1) ∈ C \G
and Λ(K) > 1cΛ(G \ K), which may be deduced from Theorem 13.5 of Munroe [4]
as indicated by Boardman [2]. Let δ′ be such that Λ(K)− δ′ > 1cΛ(G \K). By the
definition of Λ(K) there exists ε0 > 0 such that for all ε′ with 0 < ε′ < ε0, all covers








Since the curve C satisfies condition (A), hence by Definition 2 there are positive







. Let α = max(α1, α2, . . . , αm) and d1 = dist(K, C \G) so that d1 > 0.
Also let η1 = min{d0, d1, ε0/3}. If we put δ1 = η1/α, then for any x ∈ (0, δ1) we have
0 < αx < η1. Then we have 0 < h1 < η1  d1 where h1 = α1x. So,
(3) K(h1) ⊂ G.
First we show that S ∩ S(h1) = ∅.
Let ε be any number satisfying 0 < ε < ε0/3 and let B′i ⊂ C (i = 1, 2, . . .) be such









> h1. Also, since
〈u1, f(1)〉 is connected there exists z1 ∈ C such that u1 < z1 and (u1, z1) = h1.


















 2h1 + d(B′i) < 2ε03 +
ε0






































































> 0 and so S ∩ S(h1) is non-empty.
Let S ∩ S(h1) = S1. Since S1 is a set of positive measure and S1 ⊂ S, we can
show in a similar manner that there exist an η2 and a δ2 = η2/α such that for any
x ∈ (0, δ2) we can select a positive number h2(= α2x) ∈ (0, η2) with the property
that Λ[S1 ∩ S1(h2)] > 0, i.e. S1 ∩ S1(h2) = ∅.
Proceeding in this way, after a finite number of steps we obtain an ηm > 0 and a set
Sm−1 ⊂ S such that for any x ∈ (0, δm)(δm = ηm/α) we can select a positive number
hm(= αmx) ∈ (0, ηm) such that Λ[Sm−1∩Sm−1(hm)] > 0, i.e. Sm−1∩Sm−1(hm) = ∅.
Therefore, in general, Si−1 ∩ Si−1(hi) = ∅ (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) where S0 = S.
Let δ = min(δ1, δ2, . . . , δm). Then for every x ∈ (0, δ) there exists ai(x) ∈ Si−1 ∩





= hi = αix (i = 1, 2, . . . , m).
Thus for every x ∈ (0, δ) there exist m+ 1 points a0(x) < a1(x) < . . . < am(x) of




= αix (i = 1, 2, . . . , m). 
Corollary. Let S be a measurable subset of positive measure of a simple rectifiable
curve satisfying the property (A) in a metric space (E, ) and let α1, α2, . . . , αm be
any system of m positive real numbers. Then there exists an open interval (0, δ)






















 . We have established that
S1 ∩ S1(h2) = S ∩ S(h1) ∩ S1(h2) ⊂ S ∩ S(h1) ∩ S(h2).
Proceeding in this way, after a finite number of steps we obtain a positive number




> 0 and also
Sm−1 ∩ Sm−1(hm) = S ∩ S(h1) ∩ S1(h2) ∩ . . . ∩ Sm−1(hm)
⊂ S ∩ S(h1) ∩ S(h2) ∩ . . . ∩ S(hm).
Hence the set S ∩ S(h1) ∩ S(h2) ∩ . . . ∩ S(hm) is of positive measure. Thus for


























Theorem 1.2. Let C be a simple rectifiable curve in a metric space (E, ) satisfy-
ing the condition (A) and let S be a linearly measurable subset of C with Λ(S) > 0.
If {rn} is a sequence of positive real numbers converging to zero, then the set of
points belonging to S for which for infinitely many n there exists un ∈ S such that
(x, un) = rn, is a set of positive measure.
 . When proving Theorem 1.1 we have shown that there exists η(> 0) such




> 0. Let Cn = S ∩S(rn). Since rn → 0, there
exists a positive integer N0 such that 0 < rn < η for n  N0 and hence Λ(Cn) > 0
whenever n  N0. Let B be the set of all those points x in S for which there exist












Cn. Here Λ(DN)  Λ(CN ) > 0 for N  N0, while each set of
the decreasing sequence {DN} is a subset of the set S. As the Hausdorff measure is
regular, Λ(B) = lim
N→∞
Λ(DN ) [5]. It follows that Λ(B) > 0. 
Theorem 1.3. Let C be a simple rectifiable curve in a metric space (E, ) satisfy-
ing the condition (A) for c > 1. Suppose K is a compact subset of C with Λ(K) > 0.
If {rn} is a sequence of positive real numbers converging to zero, then K(rn) → K
in G.
In order to prove the theorem we require a lemma.
Lemma. If Ar → A as r →∞, where Ar, A ∈ G, then Λ(Ar)→ Λ(A) in G.
The  of the lemma is easy and omitted. 
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    . Since K is a compact subset of C, then given an
ε (> 0), it is possible to find an open set G containing K such that Λ(G \K) < ε3 .
Let d = dist(K, C \ G). Then d > 0. Since rn → 0, it is possible to find a positive
integer N1 such that 0 < rn < d for n  N1. Consequently, K(rn) ⊂ G for n  N1.
Let Xn = K ∩ K(rn). Then Xn = G \
[




. So, for n  N1,
Λ(Xn)  Λ(G)−
[











. Then we can find positive integer N2 such that 0 < rn < η





> Λ(K) − ε3 for n  N2. Let N = max(N1, N2). Then Λ(Xn) > Λ(K) −




< ε for n  N. Hence
K(rn)→ K in G. 
Corollary. For any measurable set B in C satisfying the condition (A) with c > 1,




















→ 0 as r →∞.

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